
BlueVoyant Security Diagnostics and 
Assessments
Security Review and Microsoft Copilot for 
Security Readiness

During our two sprint sessions we will,

> Analyze your environment and review what and 
how Microsoft security products are deployed.

> Review your Copilot for Security adoption plans 
and goals.

> Provide recommendations on how to strengthen 
your defenses and how Copilot for Security can 
help.

> Highlight what needs to be in place to be 
successful with Microsoft Copilot for Security.

> Gather data about your environment and goals.
> Review planned, new, or existing Microsoft Copilot for 

Security deployments.

Session Two: Insights

> Discover and review your organization’s security posture.
> Investigate the potential for leveraging Microsoft Copilot 

for Security specific to your environment.
> Discuss the next-steps on how to strengthen your 

defenses and be ready for Microsoft Copilot for Security.

Datasheet

BlueVoyant Security Diagnostics 
and Assessments for Microsoft
Microsoft Security Review and Microsoft Copilot 
for Security Readiness - Client Sessions

Microsoft Copilot for Security is a game-
changer for any sized security team

Organizations have different AI maturity levels. Some 
are experienced and use AI to perform many 
functions across multiple business units. In 
comparison, others are just learning what is possible, 
or beginning to use AI to perform a couple of basic 
tasks. But no matter what your maturity level, where, 
when, and how to use AI for security requires careful 
consideration. 

CISOs and their teams have a mission to keep their 
organizations secure. That can involve dozens to 
hundreds of security functions and ten times as many 
tasks, many of which can benefit from Copilot for 
Security.

Be ready for Microsoft Copilot for Security

You'll also receive a valuable report that provides useful 
insights into your security status. Participants will gain a 
better understanding of how Microsoft Copilot for Security 
can help with overall security efficacy.

BlueVoyant Sessions
Session One: Discovery

> Gain insights into your current Microsoft security 
posture.

> Better understand the opportunities, possibilities, and 
efficacy of Microsoft Copilot for Security.

> Learn what you need to better defend your 
environment and be successful with Microsoft Copilot 
for Security.

> Identify use cases and which in-house teams can 
benefit most from Microsoft Copilot for Security.



About BlueVoyant 
BlueVoyant combines internal and external cyber defense capabilities into an outcomes-based cloud-native platform by continuously monitoring your network, 
endpoints, attack surface, and supply chain, as well as the clear, deep, and dark web for threats. The full-spectrum cyber defense platform illuminates, validates, and 
quickly remediates threats to protect your enterprise. BlueVoyant leverages both machine-learning-driven automation and human-led expertise to deliver industry-
leading cybersecurity to more than 900 clients across the globe.

Microsoft Security Review and Microsoft Copilot 
for Security Readiness - Overview

Ready to get started? Learn more.

Microsoft Copilot for Security  is one of the first 
security products to enable defenders to move at the 
speed and scale of AI. 

BlueVoyant is synonymous with security innovation and 
new product design with Microsoft. We are a member 
of Microsoft’s Design Advisory Council for Microsoft 
Copilot for Security and have an opportunity to 
continually shape the security use cases of Copilot for 
Security. Our past experience with AI and teamwork 
with Microsoft puts BlueVoyant in a unique position to 
help clients understand the benefits of Microsoft 
Copilot for Security.

This service provides insights into your Microsoft 
security posture and prepares clients with insights 
guidance, and advice on what's needed for Microsoft 
Copilot for Security.

Why BlueVoyant

This specialized service is tailored to organizations 
considering Copilot for Security, focusing specifically 
on Microsoft security products. Our analysis will help 
illuminate your security posture and the potential 
efficiencies and benefits of Copilot for Security.

What do you need to get started

> 2023 MISA Security MSSP of the Year

> 2023 & 2022 Microsoft US Security Partner of
the Year

> Sentinel Expertise: 500+ deployments & authors of
the Sentinel Deployment Best Practices Guide.

> Time to Value: 42 day deployments.

> Delivery Architecture: BlueVoyant content delivered
and maintained in customers environment.

> Simplified MS Security Experience: Frictionless 
experience - alerts and events are actioned using 
Microsoft portals.

> Azure subscription for provisioning the Copilot for 
Security capacity plan

> Microsoft Entra to authenticate to Copilot for 
Security

Gain valuable insights from our report
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